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The other constituents would then be-calcium sulphate, calcium hydrate and
*diium hydrate.

The water was slightly alkaline to test paper, and on standing the supernâtant
Iquid become quite clear, leaving a çalcareois deposit at the bottom 'f the jar. This

4 eposit effervesces strongly on addition of an acid.
Owing to the fact that lime had been added to this water, the composition of its

le matter has been altered from its original condition. The above figures
therefore, do not represent accnrately either the actual compounds existing in hel
Water in its natural state or in their true proportions.

In ail probability the alkali exists to a large extent as carbonate, and the effeot
Of adding lime to such water would be to produce carbonate of lime and causti soda,'thus rendering the water much more alkaline than before the treatment.

With regard to the elimination of the alkali, whether it exists as hydrate, carbo...
ate or chloride, from the water, it may be pointed out that owing to the great
Olubility of the salts of the alkali metals, it is impossible to suggest any practical or

onomic method whereby the alkali may be giot rid of by precipitation.
The addition of an acid would not be efficaceous in the rem >val of the alkali.
The only method for rendering the water free from this saline matter and eon..

Seqnently fit and wholesome for use, is, I believe, distillation.
In districts where such aikaline water only is obtainable, a small distillation apà.

ratus might be kept constantly at work. This apparatus, il attached to the ordinary%oking stove in the kitchen, would entail but littie extra expense. It might be of
th) siplest character, consisting of a vessel of tinned pr galvanised iron. TiÈ

Wesel ould be furnished with a lid, tightly fitting and large enough to 'lloy he
-"sel to be easily cleaned when necessary. A suitable tube and condenser for the

to0den *in of the steam, could be easily attached to thia boiler. The water s.
tAined, while entirely free from saline matter, would ta-te rather fat, owing to the

4et that it would have parted with its dissolved oxrygen during the process.

I am, Sir,
Yours very truly,

Faauit T. SEUTT, M.A., F.C.8.,
Chemit, Dem. Exp. Farms.

REPORT No. 3.

WPORT ON THE ANALYSIS OF THE WATER SUPPLY OF TUE CITY
OF O£TAWA.

pr* OTTAWA, 12th January, 1888.

Director, Dominion Experimental Farms,
Ottawa.

ar&-t your request I have made an analysis of the water supplied to the oityottawa by the Waterworks, and have the honour to present you herewith m&yport thereon.

22,0 The samûples were taken by Mr. Surtees, the City Engineer, and myseif, on te,

er east side f side channel, between 200 and 300 feet above mouth o
aqueduct and about 600 feet from the north bran1h Of the RochOster Oreeik, taken ai

Pt* f1 afAout ô feet below the surface.
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